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International languages within the Languages, Literacy & Communication AoLE

Session 1 - Unpacking and understanding the AoLE

AIMS OF THE SESSION
• Unpack the mandatory elements of the CfW framework in relation to the AoLE
• Share principles of planning & key considerations for the AoLE

• Explore the pedagogical considerations within the ‘Designing your curriculum’ section
outlined in the AoLE guidance

Are you excited yet about CfW?

A new vision for language learning
“ A different language is a different vision of life” Federico Fellini
“ Speak a new language so that the world will be a new world” Rumi

Celebrate languages and cultures.
Embrace a bilingual Wales in an international context.
Develop a broader perspective, and a positive attitude towards
language learning.
Make connections between languages.

Why should you be excited about CfW?
Opportunity to design the curriculum you have
always wanted
Opportunity to use the best current pedagogy
and develop innovative approaches
Opportunity to provide more purposeful,
relevant, effective and exciting experiences in
language learning
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Curriculum for Wales: what’s different?
Current curriculum

• Focus on outcomes
• Importance of content and
coverage
• Teach to assess
• Working as disciplines
• National curriculum

Curriculum for Wales
• Focus on the development of the
individual

• Focus on learning and progression
• Learning, teaching and assessment
as one process
• Collaborating as an Area with a
learner focus
• Framework for local curriculum

Curriculum for Wales:
How do all the elements
fit in together?

Curriculum for Wales:
How to plan for the
mandatory elements?

ambitious, capable learners who:
• set themselves high standards and seek and enjoy challenge
• are building up a body of knowledge and have the skills to connect and apply that
knowledge in different contexts
• are questioning and enjoy solving problems
• can communicate effectively in different forms and settings, using both Welsh and
English
• can explain the ideas and concepts they are learning about
• can use number effectively in different contexts
• understand how to interpret data and apply mathematical concepts
• use digital technologies creatively to communicate, find and analyse information
• undertake research and evaluate critically what they find

enterprising, creative contributors who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connect and apply their knowledge and skills to create ideas and products
think creatively to reframe and solve problems
identify and grasp opportunities
take measured risks
lead and play different roles in teams effectively and responsibly
express ideas and emotions through different media
give of their energy and skills so that other people will benefit

and are ready to play a full part in life and work

and are ready to learn throughout their lives
healthy, confident individuals who:
ethical, informed citizens who:
•
•
•
•

find, evaluate and use evidence in forming views
engage with contemporary issues based upon their knowledge and values
understand and exercise their human and democratic responsibilities and rights
understand and consider the impact of their actions when making choices and
acting
• are knowledgeable about their culture, community, society and the world, now
and in the past
• respect the needs and rights of others, as a member of a diverse society
• show their commitment to the sustainability of the planet

and are ready to be citizens of Wales and the world

• have secure values and are establishing their spiritual and ethical beliefs
• are building their mental and emotional well-being by developing confidence,
resilience and empathy
• apply knowledge about the impact of diet and exercise on physical and mental health
in their daily lives
• know how to find the information and support to keep safe and well
• take part in physical activity
• take measured decisions about lifestyle and manage risk
• have the confidence to participate in performance
• form positive relationships based upon trust and mutual respect
• face and overcome challenge
• have the skills and knowledge to manage everyday life as independently as they can

and are ready to lead fulfilling lives as valued members of society.

The Four Purposes
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CfW AoLE Guidance

International languages and the four purposes
‘The limits of my language are the limits of my world’ Wittgenstein
Learning international languages opens up the limitless potential of
the four purposes.

The four purposes and International languages
Ambitious,
capable
learners

Enterprising,
creative
contributors

Become empowered to communicate effectively and confidently in both international and their home
languages;
Transfer knowledge, skills and understanding from their first international languages into other
languages, as well as strengthening their skills in their home languages, through a whole raft of neural
pathways;
Develop effective, transferable skills, such as inference, decoding, creative problem-solving,
experimenting and taking risks with confidence, which help them make better sense of concepts
across the curriculum
Are creative and persevere when facing new challenges in their learning, reinforcing behaviours useful
across all learning

Ethical,
informed
citizens

Are open to the views of others and able to discuss, debate and interact successfully anywhere, both
internationally and at home
See language as key to social cohesion and better local, national and global understanding
Are enthusiastic and curious about our world and learning other languages, by becoming plurilinguists
Develop an understanding of the relationship between their own culture and cultures and
communities across the world

Healthy,
confident
individuals

Engage meaningfully with language and literature from across the world in developing their own sense
of identity and empathy
Develop positive attitudes to different cultures and societies

The mandatory curriculum elements and
International Languages

The mandatory curriculum elements and
International Languages

The Mandatory elements
sit within Humanities,
Cross-cutting themes or
other areas but all AOLEs
should consider them when
planning and contribute to
addressing them when
possible and when relevant.

The mandatory cross-curricular skills and
International Languages

The mandatory cross-curricular skills and
International Languages
Literacy is at the heart of this Area, across all statements of what matters. Literacy skills should be
explicitly taught in this Area. These can allow learners to express themselves, to understand and
interpret written and spoken language and to articulate meaning. Settings and schools should plan
for the application and development of learners’ literacy skills across the curriculum at every
progression step.
In this Area there are often opportunities to use literacy and numeracy skills together, for example
when working out worded problems. There should also be opportunities to explore numeracy in
different languages which can consolidate conceptual understanding.
Learning in this Area should provide opportunities to use different methods of digital
communication. Learners should learn how to compose clear and appropriate messages tailored
for particular audiences, sharing, collaborating, editing and adapting, as required. Opportunities
should also be offered for them to collaborate locally and globally through digital platforms in
order to increase awareness and understanding of different languages and cultures. Using
technology when learning about literature can help learners deepen their understanding beyond
the text in front of them.

LITERACY and International Languages
‘Literacy and Numeracy Framework’

Literacy is at the heart of this Area, across all statements of what matters. Literacy
skills should be explicitly taught in this Area. These can allow learners to express
themselves, to understand and interpret written and spoken language and to
articulate meaning. Settings and schools should plan for the application and
development of learners’ literacy skills across the curriculum at every progression
step.
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LITERACY and International Languages
‘Literacy and Numeracy Framework’

Oracy:
Understand aural texts and express oneself clearly in the IL
Develop oral spontaneity and fluency
Understand the mechanisms and take part in debates and discussions
Formulate own learning process….
Phonics
Reading:
Understand and relay information, opinions and moods
Grammar
Evaluate and give a critical response to texts
Develop reading strategies to deal with texts in the IL Vocabulary- depth
Develop transferrable reading skills…
and breadth
Writing:
Write clearly and for a range of purposes in the IL
Develop skills to develop effective planning and quality responses
Develop strategies and skills to edit and improve the quality of work…..

NUMERACY and International Languages
‘Literacy and Numeracy Framework’

In this Area there are often opportunities to use literacy and
numeracy skills together, for example when working out worded
problems. There should also be opportunities to explore numeracy in
different languages which can consolidate conceptual understanding.

NUMERACY‘Literacy
andandInternational
Languages
Numeracy Framework’
As always, develop numeracy skills where there are natural links: examples below
Develop conceptual understanding and link it to cultural aspects:
Understand time and time zones: pen-pals from different parts of the world: sending messages
from different times and dates ( Haiti-France; Quebec-New Caledonia; Argentina-Spain…)
Understand and practise ratio: work out how to adapt a recipe for more or fewer people ( any
regional recipe)
Understand and work with shapes through art : explore painters of the IL countries or just art and
explore through shapes ( Three Musicians Picasso/ Paul Klee…) or literature ( primary books in the
TL for nursery natives etc..)
Understand and reinforce the number system and variations from different countries ( France/
Switzerland/ Belgium..); practise timetables as they are taught in the country through video etc….
Literacy and numeracy: problem-solving
Develop knowledge around currency: through keeping to a budget- shopping basket- fashion
catalogue/ supermarket promotional leaflet/ organising a trip
Create or use primary school resources in the country of the TL to find examples of worded
problem-solving tasks/can also link to cultural awareness:
“Margot va au marché et va acheter du jambon de Bayonne qui coûte €13.50 pour 250 grammes.
Margot a €10. Elle va acheter Combien de grammes de jambon?” Link to the market culture and
regional food.

DIGITAL COMPETENCE and International Languages
‘Digital Competence Framework

Learning in this Area should provide opportunities to use different methods of digital
communication. Learners should learn how to compose clear and appropriate messages tailored
for particular audiences, sharing, collaborating, editing and adapting, as required. Opportunities
should also be offered for them to collaborate locally and globally through digital platforms in
order to increase awareness and understanding of different languages and cultures. Using
technology when learning about literature can help learners deepen their understanding beyond
the text in front of them.

DIGITAL COMPETENCE and International Languages
‘Digital Competence Framework

Use different methods of digital communication and for particular
audience:
Writing emails, texts to pen-pals, to local politicians, to movie star
Recording video, voice message, narrated presentation or performance
Producing digital display for school, for campaign
…..
Collaborate locally and globally through digital platforms
Project-based learning
Connections and working with peers
……..
Using technology when learning about literature
Production and use of films and songs
Research
Poetry workshops
…..
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International
languages
Producing digital display
for school, for campaign
…..
are inherently
Collaborate locally and globally through digital platforms
Project-based learningcontributing to Digital
Connections and working with peers
……..
Using technology when learning about literature
Production and use of films and songs
Research
Poetry workshops
…..

Competency !!

The mandatory cross-curricular skills
and International Languages

‘Literacy and Numeracy Framework’

‘Digital Competence Framework

The Integral skills and International Languages

The Integral Skills
Creativity and innovation

Personal effectiveness

Learners should be given space to be curious and inquisitive,
and to generate many ideas. They should be supported to link
and connect disparate experiences, knowledge and skills, and
see, explore and justify alternative solutions. They should be
able to identify opportunities and communicate their
strategies. This should support learners to create different
types of value.

Learners should develop emotional intelligence and awareness,
becoming confident and independent. They should have
opportunities to lead debate and discussions, becoming aware of
the social, cultural, ethical and legal implications of their
arguments. They should be able to evaluate their learning and
mistakes, identifying areas for development. They should become
responsible and reliable, being able to identify and recognise
different types of value and then use that value.

Critical thinking and problem-solving

Planning and organising

Learners should be supported to ask meaningful questions, and
to evaluate information, evidence and situations. They should be
able to analyse and justify possible solutions, recognising
potential issues and problems. Learners should become objective
in their decision-making, identifying and developing arguments.
They should be able to propose solutions which generate
different types of value.

Where developmentally appropriate, learners should be able to
set goals, make decisions and monitor interim results. They should
be able to reflect and adapt, as well as manage time, people and
resources. They should be able to check for accuracy and be able
create different types of value.

The Integral Skills and International languages
Creativity and innovation
Experiment with and use languages creatively in order
to take risks, to express opinions and to generate ideas
across languages that can lead to innovative outcomes.
Create and perform literature
Develop creative expression to enhance understanding
of the key concepts as well as the method of expression
itself

Critical thinking and problem-solving
Listening, reading, speaking and writing should underpin
the development of critical thinking and problem-solving.
These skills can be honed by communicating with others
in order to understand situations and articulate ideas and
to develop responses to problems.

Personal effectiveness
Learners should develop their personal effectiveness and
self-awareness when learning and using their languages,
which will in turn support learning across the whole
curriculum.
Providing a language-rich environment should support all
learners to reflect on their own strengths in language use,
and identify their own areas of development in order to
continuously enhance their language and communication
skills.
Planning and organising
Develop the skills to select and use appropriate sources
and information. This should allow them to organise
ideas, to create effective plans and to develop creative
works.
Given the opportunity to use literacy skills to present
plans and implement solutions with clarity, learners can
reflect on their work and plan and implement further
improvements.
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Planning and organising
Develop the skills to select and use appropriate sources and
information. This should allow them to organise ideas, to
create effective plans and to develop creative works.
Given the opportunity to use literacy skills to present plans
and implement solutions with clarity, learners can reflect on
their work and plan and implement further improvements.

The Integral Skills and International languages
Creativity and
innovation
Experiment with and use
languages creatively in
order to take risks, to
express opinions and to
generate ideas across
languages that can lead to
innovative outcomes.
Create and perform
literature
Develop creative
expression to enhance
understanding of the key
concepts as well as the
method of expression
itself

What could this look like in IL?
Give regular opportunities to apply the language more
spontaneously and more freely
Allow for mistakes- create a safe and stimulating environment.
Promote true manipulation of language at every stage and
from day one, from easy to more sophisticated.

Starter activities: create responses from a picture/headline/
word prompts/ framework prompts
Creating and performing poetry, songs, films, stories
Imagine or rewrite the end of a book/story/lines of songs…
Collaborative and progressive brainstorm/ stories

The Integral Skills and International languages
Critical thinking and
problem-solving
Listening, reading,
speaking and writing
should underpin the
development of critical
thinking and problemsolving.
These skills can be
honed by
communicating with
others in order to
understand situations
and articulate ideas and
to develop responses to
problems.

What could this look like?
Giving opinions on articles from press, current affairs
and compare view points with others
Analysing “literature” to understand bias, intent …(
what does the author want us to see…, why.., how….)
Enquiry-based projects: dealing with global issuesDeveloping strategies and ideas to get to a potential
solution to a problem: ( How to reduce poverty)
Canvas other people’s opinions and draw own
conclusions.( who is responsible for….?)

The Integral Skills and International languages
Personal effectiveness
Learners should develop
their personal effectiveness
and self-awareness when
learning and using their
languages, which will in turn
support learning across the
whole curriculum.
Providing a language-rich
environment should support
all learners to reflect on their
own strengths in language
use, and identify their own
areas of development in
order to continuously
enhance their language and
communication skills.

What could this look like?
Building resilience mats/ self-awareness mats ( in different
skills/ during some tasks…)
Reflecting on learning process: what am I doing here to
develop the learning and my understanding, what else can I do
etc..
Planning work/ self-study and developing using and/or
developing personal knowledge organisers …
Analysis of results and devising action plan to bridge the gap
Give time to self-correction and to responding to teacher’s
personalised feedback
………..

The Integral Skills and International languages
Planning and organising
Develop the skills to
select and use
appropriate sources and
information. This should
allow them to organise
ideas, to create
effective plans and to
develop creative works.
Given the opportunity
to use literacy skills to
present plans and
implement solutions
with clarity, learners can
reflect on their work
and plan and
implement further
improvements

What could this look like?
Develop and use own knowledge organisers or reference
documents
Planning paragraph/responses/essays: structure, content and
language
Developing understanding of quality response and how to
develop a response.
Self-assessment and peer-assessment against agreed successcriteria and next steps to improve

The Integral skills and International Languages

The Cross-cutting themes and International
Languages

Schools and practitioners
should have a methodology
for designing a curriculum
which incorporates, where
appropriate, opportunities for
learning and consideration of
cross-cutting elements.

Local, National and International Context and IL
Develop multilingualism and openness to and curiosity about all languages and cultures of the world
Enjoy learning languages and positive perception of selves as users of languages
Recognise and value the language(s) and culture(s) of their homes and communities for subsequent
language learning.
Build on the firm foundation in Welsh and English when learning other languages
Reflect on their personal and local linguistic heritage
Become knowledgeable about the diversity of local, national and international linguistic and cultural
heritage
Develop their own sense of linguistic identity within their locality, Wales and the wider world.
Immerse in cultures and languages through visits, engaging with people locally and globally and
connecting digitally
Foster an understanding of the culture and identity of those around them, to develop mutual respect
and social cohesion
Develop an appreciation of literature, inspired by writers and creators of Wales and the wider world

Local, National and International Context and IL

Careers and work-related experiences and IL
Enables learners to become increasingly aware of how skills developed in this Area will support them in adapting to
various situations and audiences.
Give opportunities to apply and develop these language, literacy and communication skills through CWRE.
Develop an understanding of literacy in the workplace, including the use of vocabulary associated with work.
Articulate effectively their opinions on their career aspirations and effectively seek advice and guidance in decisionmaking.
Aware of how body language and alternative methods of communication are important in a diverse and inclusive
workforce.
Become aware of their rights and responsibilities in the world of work and more confident in challenging negative
behaviour.
Learning languages enables access to a broad range of careers and work-related opportunities in local, regional and
international contexts. Employers value a knowledge of languages as this can support them in trading
internationally, establishing Wales on the global economic landscape. Learners should also be aware of the
increasing demand for Welsh in the workplace, as Wales works towards the target of a million Welsh speakers by
2050.

Careers and work-related experiences and IL

Link with local tourist industry

Link with local
industry
Use resources from GBC

Link with careers Motivational
speaker: David Binns

Human rights education and diversity and IL
Practitioners should use the opportunities within this Area to foster and
develop learners’ respect and empathy for others’ languages and
identities, while celebrating and respecting similarities and differences.
Multilingualism within the classroom should be seen as an opportunity to
raise learners’ awareness of diversity and promote the cultural wealth of
the school and community.

Schools should seek involvement with the home and other settings and to
promote partnerships. Supporting the development of home languages
can help to promote and develop trust, appreciation and respect across
languages and cultures.

Human rights education and diversity and IL
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Human rights education and diversity and IL

Diversifying your Curriculum

DARPL Project Director Chantelle Haughton
National Teaching Fellow and Senior Lecturer, Cardiff Met
University
chaughton@cardiffmet.ac.uk

Relationships and sexuality education and IL
Help increase learners’ understanding of and participation in healthy, safe, and fulfilling relationships
Help reduce all bullying, including homophobic, biphobic and transphobic bullying, and increase safety and wellbeing for all learners
Help promote equality and equity of sex, gender and sexuality
Speaking, listening, responding and building empathy are skills that are fundamental to all RSE issues, including
friendship building, seeking advice and in future, developing healthy sexual relationships. This Area presents
opportunities for learners to make sense of what they hear, read, see and feel when they engage with literature,
different media and the world around them.
In the context of RSE this could include exploring body images or relationship stereotypes in cartoons, films, poetry,
fiction, documentaries and increasingly in digital platforms of communication and storytelling.
Identity and body norms play out in different cultures and communities, including their own. Exploring RSE through
literature can also help learners develop awareness and understanding of diversity and difference.
This Area also enables learners to experience and respond to a range of often challenging and sensitive RSE topics
as listeners, viewers, readers, narrators and creators. As such, it has the potential to offer safe, inclusive and
creative ways to explore RSE topics from diverse cultural and linguistic perspectives. Learners can consider how key
RSE themes are explored in literature and shaped by language. This can help learners to start to think critically about
how relationship, gender, sexual identity and body norms play out in different cultures and communities, including
their own. Exploring RSE through literature can also help learners develop awareness and understanding of diversity
and difference.

Relationships and sexuality education and IL

Mandi Wilson- ALL Language World 2022
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Relationships and sexuality education and IL

The Cross-cutting themes and International Languages

Planning for International Languages in LLC

27 statements
of what
matters:
key concepts

Progression
steps 1-5
3-16
continuum

CfW AoLE Guidance

Planning for International Languages in LLC
The statements of What Matters

Languages connect us.
Languages connect us with people, places and communities. This Area is
designed to equip learners, as citizens of a bilingual Wales in
a multilingual world, with the ability to use Welsh, English and other
languages in a plurilingual context. Meaningful language learning
experiences go hand in hand with learning about one’s own cultural
identity as well as the cultural identities of others. Engagement with this
Area can therefore foster in learners pride in their sense of identity and
belonging to Wales as well as the world.
By raising an awareness of the diversity of languages from a young age, the
aim is to enable learners to recognise similarities between languages and
to embrace the differences between them. Learning and experience in this
Area can support learners to develop an understanding of the origins,
evolution and features of a range of languages. This provides them with
opportunities to develop their creativity, as well as a set of skills such
as mediation, adaptability and empathy.

Understanding languages is key to understanding the world around us.
Languages and literacy are fundamental to human communication. They
enable us to make sense of what is heard, read and seen, and thus to
develop our understanding, empathy and our ability to respond and
to mediate effectively.
This Area aims to provide learners with opportunities to experience
languages, as well as images, in a range of forms and genres. The rich and
varied nature of these experiences can improve learners’ ability to become
creative and enterprising in their use of a range of languages in
a plurilingual context. They can also help learners to develop the skills to
become unbiased and critically-aware interpreters of what they hear, read
and see in order to interact as capable, informed citizens of Wales and the
world

1- Languages connect us.
Learning about identity and culture through languages prepares us to be citizens of Wales and the world.
2- Understanding languages is key to understanding the world around us.
Learners who listen and read effectively are prepared to learn throughout their lives
3- Expressing ourselves through languages is key to communication.
Learners
who speak and write effectively are prepared to playLiterature
a fullfirespart
in life
andcreativity.
work.
imagination
and inspires
Expressing ourselves through languages is key to communication.
Literature expands horizons. In all its forms it can inspire and motivate us,
Clear
and effective communication
through language is anand
important
life
4Literature
fires imagination
inspires
creativity.
while also helping us to learn more about language and communication.
skill. It calls for the ability to use and adapt languages in a range of roles,
This Area provides learners with literary experiences that can engage them as
genres, forms, media andliterature
styles and in a suitable
register. In anew
bilingualhorizons
and
Experiencing
develops
and helps us become
healthy
andandconfident
individuals
.
listeners, viewers,
readers, narrators
creators. These experiences
support
multilingual context, this also calls for the ability to choose an appropriate
language and to mediate.
In this Area, learners should be given opportunities to use languages in
order to be effective as they interact, explore ideas, express viewpoints,
knowledge and understanding and build relationships. The learning and
experience supports them to develop an awareness of how they use a
range of languages to express themselves for different purposes and
audiences. For Welsh or English this includes both speaking and writing.

them to appreciate a creator’s craft as well as develop their own creative
skills. They should be encouraged to experience and respond to a variety of
diverse literature that gives them insight into the culture, people and history
of Wales as well as the wider world. Through this, as their understanding of
their own and other people’s experiences, beliefs and cultures is enhanced,
learners can develop their ability to demonstrate empathy. This in turn can
contribute to their emotional and mental well-being. In all, the literary
experiences offered aim to spark learners’ imagination and creativity and help
to build a lifelong love of literature.

Planning for International Languages in LLC
The statements of What Matters
What Matters Statement 4:
Literature fires imagination and
inspires creativity.
Literature expands horizons. In all its forms it can
inspire and motivate us, while also helping us to
learn more about language and communication.
This Area provides learners with literary
experiences that can engage them as listeners,
viewers, readers, narrators and creators. These
experiences support them to appreciate a creator’s
craft as well as develop their own creative skills.
They should be encouraged to experience and
respond to a variety of diverse literature that gives
them insight into the culture, people and history of
Wales as well as the wider world. Through this, as
their understanding of their own and other
people’s experiences, beliefs and cultures is
enhanced, learners can develop their ability to
demonstrate empathy. This in turn can contribute
to their emotional and mental well-being. In all,
the literary experiences offered aim to spark
learners’ imagination and creativity and help to
build a lifelong love of literature.

What are the key concepts that
need to be developed within
this statement?

What experiences could support the
learning in this area?

Planning for International Languages in LLC
The statements of What Matters
What Matters Statement 4:
Literature fires imagination and
inspires creativity.
Experiencing literature develops new
horizons and helps us become healthy and
confident individuals .
Literature expands horizons. In all its forms it can
inspire and motivate us, while also helping us to
learn more about language and communication.
This Area provides learners with literary
experiences that can engage them as listeners,
viewers, readers, narrators and creators. These
experiences support them to appreciate a
creator’s craft as well as develop their own
creative skills. They should be encouraged to
experience and respond to a variety of diverse
literature that gives them insight into the culture,
people and history of Wales as well as the wider
world. Through this, as their understanding of their
own and other people’s experiences, beliefs and
cultures is enhanced, learners can develop their
ability to demonstrate empathy. This in turn can
contribute to their emotional and mental wellbeing. In all, the literary experiences offered aim to
spark learners’ imagination and creativity and
help to build a lifelong love of literature.

What are the key concepts that need to be developed within this
statement?
Literary experiences
Opportunities to listen, view, read, narrate and create in the IL
Appreciate a creator’s craft - Develop creative skills
Experience and respond to diverse literature (including culture, people and history of
Wales and wider world) in the language of choice
Demonstrate empathy through understanding of own and other people’s experiences,
beliefs and cultures
Contribute to emotional and mental wellbeing
Spark imagination and creativity
Build a lifelong love of literature

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What experiences could support the learning in this area?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposed to variety of diverse literature in the IL, including songs, films, dramas
Opportunities to develop and embed language acquisition to discuss and produce
own literature
Links within and across AOLEs, such as EA, Humanities and H&W.
Build on cultural capital
Bring text to life: theatre/cinema/language institute visits and worskhops in the IL
Author workshops (in person/online)
Foster the ability to consider texts from a variety of perspectives
Creative writing sessions which use a range of stimuli (still image, moving image,
picture book, chapter novels
Opportunities to perform own creative texts

Why?

What?

How?

Planning for International Languages in LLC
The statements of What Matters
Have you considered
including:
Poetry, novels, songs,
slam, chapter books,
comics, children’s
literature, films in the
IL?

Literature that reflect
diverse experiences,
cultures, communities
of the IL.
Texts which will enable
learners to appreciate a
writer’s craft?

Texts which will support
language learning and
increase learners’
confidence and skills.

What experiences could support the
learning in this area?

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

A range of literary
styles:
Texts based on
Prose?
literature
Poetry?
students already
Drama?
know in their
Fiction?
own language?
Non-fiction?

Literary experiences
Opportunities to listen, view, read,
narrate and create in the IL
Appreciate a creator’s craft - Develop
creative skills
Experience and respond to diverse
literature (including culture, people
Texts that encourage
and history of Wales and wider
students to make a range of
world) in the language of choice
interpretations in their
Demonstrate empathy through
language of choice?
understanding of own and other
people’s experiences, beliefs and
Texts which encourage a
cultures
personal response?
Contribute to emotional and mental
wellbeing
Spark imagination and creativity
A range of literature stimuli that
Build a lifelong love of literature
teachers may exploit for a variety of

purposes including expressing,
justifying opinions, showing empathy
and explaining others' views

Planning for International Languages in LLC
The statements of What Matters
What Matters Statement 4:
Literature fires imagination and
inspires creativity.
Literature expands horizons. In all its forms it can
inspire and motivate us, while also helping us to
learn more about language and communication.
This Area provides learners with literary
experiences that can engage them as listeners,
viewers, readers, narrators and creators. These
experiences support them to appreciate a creator’s
craft as well as develop their own creative skills.
They should be encouraged to experience and
respond to a variety of diverse literature that gives
them insight into the culture, people and history of
Wales as well as the wider world. Through this, as
their understanding of their own and other
people’s experiences, beliefs and cultures is
enhanced, learners can develop their ability to
demonstrate empathy. This in turn can contribute
to their emotional and mental well-being. In all,
the literary experiences offered aim to spark
learners’ imagination and creativity and help to
build a lifelong love of literature.

What are the key concepts that
need to be developed within
this statement?

How does it contribute to the
four purposes?

Opportunities to address the
cross-cutting themes?

What experiences could support the
learning in this area?

Links with other areas of
learning and experiences?

4- Literature fires imagination and inspires
creativity.
Experiencing literature develops new horizons and
helps us become healthy and confident individuals .
Literature expands horizons. In all its forms it can inspire
and motivate us, while also helping us to learn more about
language and communication.
This Area provides learners with literary experiences that
can engage them as listeners, viewers, readers, narrators
and creators. These experiences support them to appreciate
a creator’s craft as well as develop their own creative skills.
They should be encouraged to experience and respond to a
variety of diverse literature that gives them insight into the
culture, people and history of Wales as well as the wider
world. Through this, as their understanding of their own and
other people’s experiences, beliefs and cultures is
enhanced, learners can develop their ability to
demonstrate empathy. This in turn can contribute to their
emotional and mental well-being. In all, the literary
experiences offered aim to spark learners’ imagination and
creativity and help to build a lifelong love of literature.

Aims of the area
Experiences to
offer
Key concepts to
develop

Strand

Using literature

WM4
Expanding horizons through a variety
of divers literature
Insight into culture, people and history
through variety of diverse literature
Appreciate a creator’s craft
Sparks imagination
Develop own creative skills

Sub-strand
Experiencing literature
Creating literature
Responding to literature
Empathy through literature

1- Languages connect us.
Learning about identity and culture through languages
prepares us to be citizens of Wales and the world.
Languages connect us with people, places and
communities. This Area is designed to equip learners, as
citizens of a bilingual Wales in a multilingual world, with
the ability to use Welsh, English and other languages in
a plurilingual context. Meaningful language learning
experiences go hand in hand with learning about one’s
own cultural identity as well as the cultural identities of
others. Engagement with this Area can therefore foster in
learners pride in their sense of identity and belonging to
Wales as well as the world.
By raising an awareness of the diversity of languages
from a young age, the aim is to enable learners to
recognise similarities between languages and to
embrace the differences between them. Learning and
experience in this Area can support learners to develop
an understanding of the origins, evolution and features
of a range of languages. This provides them with
opportunities to develop their creativity, as well as a set
of skills such as mediation, adaptability and empathy.

Aims of the area

Experiences to
offer

Key concepts to
develop

Strand

Developing
Plurilingualism

WM1
Connecting with the world and sense
of belonging
Connect with people, places and
communities, learning about one’s
own cultural identity as well as the
cultural identities of others
Aware of the diversity of languages
Recognise their similarities and
embrace their differences
Develop creativity, mediation,
adaptability and empathy.
Sub-strand
Language and identity
Using languages
Relationships between languages
Diversity in languages and cultures
Translanguaging

2- Understanding languages is key to
understanding the world around us.
Learners who listen and read effectively are
prepared to learn throughout their lives
Languages and literacy are fundamental to human
communication. They enable us to make sense of
what is heard, read and seen, and thus to develop
our understanding, empathy and our ability to
respond and to mediate effectively.
This Area aims to provide learners with
opportunities to experience languages, as well as
images, in a range of forms and genres. The rich
and varied nature of these experiences can improve
learners’ ability to become creative and
enterprising in their use of a range of languages in
a plurilingual context. They can also help learners to
develop the skills to become unbiased and
critically-aware interpreters of what they hear, read
and see in order to interact as capable, informed
citizens of Wales and the world.

Aims of the area

WM2
Understanding human communication

Experiences to
offer

Range of language forms and genres

Key concepts to
develop

Critically-aware when listening and
reading texts
Develop own creativity

Strand

Listening
Reading
Vocabulary
Development

Sub-strand
Listening with understanding
Listening to other viewpoints
Reading strategies
Comprehension
Reading aloud
Vocabulary

3- Expressing ourselves through
languages is key to communication.
Learners who speak and write effectively are
prepared to play a full part in life and work.
Clear and effective communication through language
is an important life skill. It calls for the ability to use
and adapt languages in a range of roles, genres,
forms, media and styles and in a suitable register. In a
bilingual and multilingual context, this also calls for the
ability to choose an appropriate language and to
mediate.
In this Area, learners should be given opportunities to
use languages in order to be effective as they interact,
explore ideas, express viewpoints, knowledge and
understanding and build relationships. The learning
and experience supports them to develop an
awareness of how they use a range of languages to
express themselves for different purposes and
audiences. For Welsh or English this includes both
speaking and writing.

Aims of the area
Experiences to
offer
Key concepts to
develop
Strand

Speaking
Collaborating
Writing

WM3
Communicating effectively
Be aware of how to use languages to
be effective in any context
Use and adapt languages
Understand and use right register
Sub-strand
Engaging listeners through talk
Precise talk to convey nuanced
meaning
Reflective refinement of language
choice
Deepening meaningful dialogue
Legible and fluent writing
Spell for communication
Punctuate for meaning
Communicating thought, emotions
and opinions respectfully
Adapting expression to audience
and purpose

CfW AoLE Guidance

Planning for International Languages in LLC
Progression Steps and
Descriptions of Learning
• Provide guidance on how learners should progress within each statement of
what matters.
• It is the learning journey which is more important than the outcome.
• The progression steps are not to be used as level descriptors.
• They are not designed as stand-alone tasks,
activities or assessment criteria.
• In LLC, the PS are different for IL for MW 2,3,4.
• Each PS broadly correspond to expectations
at ages 5, 8, 11, 14 and 16.

Principles of progression and
descriptions of learning “Together,
practitioners can use these two
elements to understand what it
means for learners to progress,
and use this to inform learning,
teaching and assessment.”

Planning for International Languages in LLC
Progression Steps and - Descriptions of Learning
Strand
Using literature

Sub Strands
Experiencing literature
Creating literature
Responding to literature
Empathy through literature

Define the end goal
To be able to feel confident and able to enjoy and engage
with a range of literature in different forms in international
languages. For that literature to help develop them as
individuals and to help make sense of the world around
them. For literature to provide a window into lives and
experiences beyond our own, to engender curiosity about
and connection to the world within and beyond Wales.
This draws from :Developing empathy.
Developing understanding.
Relationship between grammar and meaning.
Interpreting and evaluating texts with empathy and
understanding.
Inference.
Responding to texts.
Vocabulary.
Reading strategies.
Public performance.
Experiences through
literature enable opportunities within and across AOLEs,
such as EA, Humanities and H&W.

Lucy Crehan- National Curriculum design programme

Planning for International Languages in LLCProgression Steps and Descriptions of Learning- Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a
learner would need in order to meet this end goal
Strand: Literature

Progression Step 2

Progression Step 3

Experiencing literature
Creating literature
Responding to literature
Empathy through literature

KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS
To listen to and join in with songs and simple
poems/nursery rhymes and be able to repeat, recognise,
recall and match words or simple phrases to actions or
pictures.
VOCABULARY:
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred
to and will build on knowledge gained in 1st language.
The vocabulary in each IL would be related to classroom
experiences (as before), and themes explored across the
curriculum, for example, developing simple role plays,
adopting differnet persona, imitating simple real-life
experiences and giving basic opinions.
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
Experience literature from other cultures and in international
languages. *
e.g. through song, simple poems/nursery rhyme, cartoons
(eg Dora la Exploradora), games and simple drills to develop
receptive skills (listening and reading) and scaffold speaking
to lay the groundwork for spontaneous production.e.g. The
Language Magician multilingual game; Alait Le Lait songs,
poems in Mandarin

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
Join in with familiar songs, rhymes, stories and poems.
Respond creatively in my language of choice to literature in the international language. *
Use familiar words and phrases and experiment with newly-learned vocabulary to create
work in the international language. *
Express opinions in the language of choice supporting views with examples from the
literature heard, read or viewed in the international language. *
VOCABULARY
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on knowledge gained
in 1st language.
Related to classroom experiences and themes explored across the curriculum, for example
creating and ordering menus of the international cuisine in role plays. Giving and justifying
basic opinions about literature encountered (in the language of their choice).
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISITICS
Listen to, join in with and adapt songs, poems/nursery rhymes and short (familiar and
unfamiliar, narrated and written/subtitled) stories/plays and cartoons.
Experience a range of language through song, simple poems/nursery rhyme, games and
drills to develop receptive skills (listening and reading) and lay the groundwork for
spontaneous production (speaking) and creative writing.
e.g. Der Gruffalo literacy culminating in performance, Le Petit Prince - Antoine de SaintExupéry; Little Red Riding Hood/Rotkappen fairly tale resulting in multilingual play created
by pupils; Le Petit Nicolas to introduce family. Me gustas tu by Manu Chao, Spanish song for
expressing simple opinions.
I can show empathy when responding to literature and understand that others may have
different views from.
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Planning for International Languages in LLCProgression Steps and Descriptions of Learning- Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a
learner would need in order to meet this end goal
Strand: Literature

Progression Step 4

Progression Step 5

Experiencing literature
Creating literature
Responding to literature
Empathy through literature

KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
Listen to and remember short excerpts from literature in the international Respond creatively and critically in language of choice to the main features
language, and can retell in my language of choice what I have heard, read of what is heard, read or seen in the international language.*
or seen using my imagination.
Use imagination and experiment with different creative forms and
Use imagination and experiment with language to create own literature in techniques to create own literature in the international language.*
the international language.
Explore and analyse what is heard, read or viewed in the international
Recognise the features of different genres responding in language of choice language and compare it with own culture and experiences, communicating
to what is heard, read, or viewed in the international language, asking and this in language of choice.
answering questions to gain an understanding.
Express and justify opinions in language of choice on what is heard, read or
Express my opinions in language of choice on what is heard, read or viewed viewed in the international language, showing empathy and explaining
in the international language, showing empathy and consideration of
others’ views.
others’ views. .
VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY:
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on
knowledge gained in 1st language.
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISITICS
knowledge gained in 1st language.
Vocabulary will be related to classroom and personal/familiar experiences Experience a range of literature stimuli that teachers may be exploit for a
and wider contexts explored across the curriculum, for example first-hand range of purposes including expressing, justifying opinions, showing
empathy and explaining others' views
accounts/creative works linked to national/world events. Giving and
e.g. from texts containig numeracy and statistics to literature/films that
justifying opinions about literature encountered.
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
convey cultural aspects e.g. Le Mighty Team (French football); BBC Bitesize
videos; Les Miserables
Memorise and perform songs, poems and short plays.
Understand a range of contexts and the related phrases and vocabulary,
and adapt creatively for own purpose/meaning. Experience a range of
language through song, poems, more complex drills to develop receptive
skills (listening and reading) and opportunities for speaking spontaneously
and creating written work, including digital.
e.g. Déjeuner du matin by Jacques Prévert as stimulus for performance and
adpatation (daily routine and passé composé). Le Petit Nicolas to introduce
family and friends, Mary Glasgow publications, BBC Bitesize; E.g Online Lucy Crehan- National Curriculum design programme
game Spanish in flow, PollyLingual game.

Planning for International Languages in LLCProgression Steps and Descriptions of Learning- Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a
learner would need in order to meet this end goal
Strand: Literature
Experiencing literature
Creating literature
Responding to literature
Empathy through
literature

Progression Step 2

Progression Step 3

Progression Step 4

Progression Step 5

KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS

KNWOLEDGE AND SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS

KNWOLEDGE AND SKILLS

To listen to and join in with songs and simple
poems/nursery rhymes and be able to repeat,
recognise, recall and match words or simple phrases to
actions or pictures.

Join in with familiar songs, rhymes, stories and poems.
Respond creatively in my language of choice to literature in the international
language. *
Use familiar words and phrases and experiment with newly-learned vocabulary to
create work in the international language. *
Express opinions in the language of choice supporting views with examples from the
literature heard, read or viewed in the international language. *

Listen to and remember short excerpts from literature in the international language,
and can retell in my language of choice what I have heard, read or seen using my
imagination.
Use imagination and experiment with language to create own literature in the
international language.
Recognise the features of different genres responding in language of choice to what is
heard, read, or viewed in the international language, asking and answering questions
to gain an understanding.

Respond creatively and critically in language of choice to the main features of what is
heard, read or seen in the international language.*
Use imagination and experiment with different creative forms and techniques to
create own literature in the international language.*
Explore and analyse what is heard, read or viewed in the international language and
compare it with own culture and experiences, communicating this in language of
choice.
Express and justify opinions in language of choice on what is heard, read or viewed in
the international language, showing empathy and explaining others’ views.

VOCABULARY:
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be
referred to and will build on knowledge gained in 1st
language.
The vocabulary in each IL would be related to classroom
experiences (as before), and themes explored across the
curriculum, for example, developing simple role plays,
adopting differnet persona, imitating simple real-life
experiences and giving basic opinions.
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
Experience literature from other cultures and in
international languages. *
e.g. through song, simple poems/nursery rhyme,
cartoons (eg Dora la Exploradora), games and simple
drills to develop receptive skills (listening and reading)
and scaffold speaking to lay the groundwork for
spontaneous production.e.g. The Language Magician
multilingual game; Alait Le Lait songs, poems in
Mandarin

VOCABULARY
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on knowledge
gained in 1st language.
Related to classroom experiences and themes explored across the curriculum, for
example creating and ordering menus of the international cuisine in role plays.
Giving and justifying basic opinions about literature encountered (in the language of
their choice).

Express my opinions in language of choice on what is heard, read or viewed in the
international language, showing empathy and consideration of others’ views. .
VOCABULARY:

VOCABULARY
Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on knowledge
gained in 1st language.

Knowledge of literature specific vocabulary will be referred to build on knowledge
gained in 1st language.
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISITICS
Vocabulary will be related to classroom and personal/familiar experiences and wider
contexts explored across the curriculum, for example first-hand accounts/creative
Experience a range of literature stimuli that teachers may be exploit for a range of
EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISITICS
works linked to national/world events. Giving and justifying opinions about literature purposes including expressing, justifying opinions, showing empathy and explaining
others' views
Listen to, join in with and adapt songs, poems/nursery rhymes and short (familiar and encountered.
e.g. from texts containing numeracy and statistics to literature/films that convey
unfamiliar, narrated and written/subtitled) stories/plays and cartoons.
cultural aspects e.g. Le Mighty Team (French football); BBC Bitesize videos; Les
Experience a range of language through song, simple poems/nursery rhyme, games EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS
Miserables
and drills to develop receptive skills (listening and reading) and lay the groundwork
Memorise and perform songs, poems and short plays.
for spontaneous production (speaking) and creative writing.
Understand a range of contexts and the related phrases and vocabulary, and adapt
creatively for own purpose/meaning. Experience a range of language through song,
e.g. Der Gruffalo literacy culminating in performance, Le Petit Prince - Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry; Little Red Riding Hood/Rotkappen fairly tale resulting in multilingual poems, more complex drills to develop receptive skills (listening and reading) and
opportunities for speaking spontaneously and creating written work, including digital.
play created by pupils; Le Petit Nicolas to introduce family. Me gustas tu by Manu
e.g. Déjeuner du matin by Jacques Prévert as stimulus for performance and adpatation
Chao, Spanish song for expressing simple opinions.
(daily routine and passé composé). Le Petit Nicolas to introduce family and friends,
I can show empathy when responding to literature and understand that others may Mary Glasgow publications, BBC Bitesize; E.g Online game Spanish in flow, PollyLingual
game.
have different views from.
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Planning for International Languages in LLCProgression Steps and Descriptions of Learning- Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a
learner would need in order to meet this end goal

Strand
Speaking

Sub Strands

Define the end goal

Engaging learners through talk
Precise talk to convey nuanced
meaning
Reflective refinement of language
choice
Deepening meaningful dialogue
Communicating thought,
emotions and opinions
respectfully
Adapting expression to audience
and purpose

Speakers of international languages
will be empowered and enthusiastic
communicators who can express
their ideas and thoughts confidently
to a range of audiences in a range of
contexts with effective
pronunciation.

Lucy Crehan- National Curriculum design programme

Speakers of international languages
will enjoy being creative problem
solvers who take risks to
communicate beyond their own
idiolect with spontaneity to connect
with others.

Planning for International Languages in LLCProgression Steps and Descriptions of Learning- Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a
learner would need in order to meet this end goal
Progression Step 2

Progression Step 3

Strand: Speaking

I have experienced opportunities to use international
languages.

Engaging learners through talk
Precise Talk
Communicating thoughts, ideas and
opinions

KNOWLEDGE
I recognise that there are new sounds in the IL.
I know some:
▪
familiar sounds in the IL
▪
simple vocabulary and phrases in the IL

I can:
▪
communicate using familiar phrases and sentences.
▪
construct my own sentences using the vocabulary and patterns I have learnt.
I am beginning to:
▪
reflect on my language use in order to improve the quality of my communication.
▪
interact with others, sharing information, feelings and opinions.
KNWOLEDGE
I know:
▪
most common sounds in the IL.
▪
familiar vocabulary, phrases, sentences from my contexts of study in IL.
▪
that intonation, tone and expression are important to engage a listener.
▪
how to ask familiar questions in the IL, including asking other people their feelings and
opinions.

SKILLS
I can:
▪
physically feel new sounds as I imitate them in the IL
▪
join in with songs in the IL
▪
join in with nursery rhymes in the IL
▪
engage with short stories in the IL
Language use and vocabulary
EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to:
imitate familiar sounds in the IL.
use simple sentence patterns.

SKILLS
I can:
• interact, ask and respond to familiar questions confidently using knowledge from and across a
• range of contexts.
• express my views, feelings and opinions using familiar vocabulary.
• use familiar phrases and sentences for authentic purposes including in everyday classroom
interactions.
I am beginning to use intonation, tone and expression when I speak to engage the listener
EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to take part in:
▪
simple conservations.
▪
group work.
▪
simple interviews and surveys to gather information in a simple format e.g. survey.

Strand: Speaking

Sub-Strands
Engaging learners
through talk
Precise Talk
Communicating
thoughts, ideas and
opinions

Language use and
vocabulary

Progression Step 4

Progression Step 5

I can:
▪
convey meaning by using vocabulary and language patterns that I have
learned, and can apply them to new situations.
▪
reflect on my language use and can apply familiar strategies to improve the
quality of my spoken, written and visual communication.
▪
express and justify my thoughts and ideas.
▪
interact with others, sharing my points of view with empathy and respect.
▪
adapt and manipulate language to build sentences, using increasingly
varied vocabulary.
KNOWLEDGE
I have a secure knowledge of the common sounds in the IL.
I recognise that there are different ways of addressing different groups of people in
the IL.
I know
▪
how to ask a range of different questions in the IL.
▪
a range of vocabulary, phrases, sentences from my contexts of study in IL.
▪
what an idiom is in the IL

I can:
▪
select the appropriate range and register for different audiences and purposes, varying my language to
engage the audience.
▪
reflect critically on my language use and can make informed choices about vocabulary, idiomatic language
and syntax in order to express myself with clarity.
▪
respond to and challenge others’ points of view, seeking clarity and structuring arguments.
▪
communicate my thoughts, feelings and opinions in contentious contexts showing empathy and respect.
▪
use my knowledge of grammar, including syntax, and a wide range of vocabulary, to enhance my
independent communication.
KNOWLEDGE
I have a secure knowledge of the sounds in the IL.
I know:
a wide range of vocabulary, phrases and sentences to express my own thoughts, feelings and opinions from
within and outside of my contexts of study that allow me to structure an argument in the IL.
how to ask a wide range of different questions in the IL to seek and challenge others' points of view.
how there are different registers to address different groups of people in the IL.
how arguments are structured.
a range of idiomatic phrases.
the phrases and non-verbal cues that allow me react to what is being said.

SKILLS
I can:
use a range of previously learnt vocabulary, phrases, sentences and questions in
both familiar and new situations
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of
contexts with increasing confidence, fluidity and spontaneity.
express and justify my views using a range of vocabulary, phrases and sentences.
use more complex phrases and sentence to improve the effect of my
communication
use intonation, tone and expression to engage a listener when I speak in the IL.
I am beginning to use idiomatic phrases to improve the effect of my
communication
I continue to use a range of phrases and sentences for authentic purposes including
in everyday classroom interactions.

SKILLS
I can:
convincingly express and justify my views in greater detail, using a wide range of vocabulary, phrases and
sentences.
widen my range of vocabulary, phrases, sentences and questions through self-study and exploration of the IL.
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of contexts with confidence,
fluidity and spontaneity, using the correct register for the group of people I am talking to.
use a wide range of phrases and sentences for authentic purposes including in everyday classroom interactions.
use a range of idiomatic phrases appropriately to improve the effect of my communication
demonstrate active listening in the IL by responding with phrases and non-verbal cues.
empathetically listen to others' arguments for understanding.
use my understanding of others' ideas to respectfully respond to and/or challenge with detailed responses.
use my knowledge of how arguments are structured to construct my response in the IL.
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of contexts with confidence,
fluidity and spontaneity using the correct register for the group of people I am talking to.

EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to take part in:
▪
conservations with learners / individuals from the IL of study
▪
take part in group work
▪
present information in the IL
▪
take part in simple debates and discussions
▪
take part in project-based learning (making links across Areas)
▪
take part in interviews and surveys to gather information in a format e.g.
survey.

EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to:
take part in conservations with learners / individuals from the IL of study
take part in group work in the IL.
take part in project-based learning and independent exploration of the IL.
present information in the IL (individual or group) to an audience and respond to questions.
take part in debates and discussions.
take part in interviews and surveys in the IL to gather information format e.g. survey.
engage in local, national and international collaboration with language partner organisations.
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Step 3: Define the knowledge, skills and experiences that a learner would
need in order to meet this end goal
Strand:
Speaking

Sub-Strands
Engaging learners
through talk
Precise Talk
Communicating
thoughts, ideas and
opinions

Progression Step 2

Progression Step 3

Progression Step 4

Progression Step 5

I have experienced
opportunities to use
international languages.

I can:
▪

I can:
▪

I can:
▪

communicate using familiar phrases and
sentences.
▪
construct my own sentences using the
vocabulary and patterns I have learnt.
I am beginning to:
▪
reflect on my language use in order to
improve the quality of my communication.
▪
interact with others, sharing information,
feelings and opinions.
KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE
I recognise that there are new I know:
sounds in the IL.
▪
most common sounds in the IL.
I know some:
▪
familiar vocabulary, phrases, sentences
▪
familiar sounds in the
from my contexts of study in IL.
IL
▪
that intonation, tone and expression are
▪
simple vocabulary
important to engage a listener.
and phrases in the IL ▪
how to ask familiar questions in the IL,
including asking other people their feelings
and opinions.
SKILLS
I can:
▪
physically feel new
SKILLS
sounds as I imitate
I can:
them in the IL
interact, ask and respond to familiar questions
▪
join in with songs in
confidently using knowledge from and across a
the IL
range of contexts.
▪
join in with nursery
express my views, feelings and opinions using
rhymes in the IL
familiar vocabulary.
▪
engage with short
use familiar phrases and sentences for authentic
stories in the IL
purposes including in everyday classroom
interactions.

Language use and
vocabulary

I am beginning to use intonation, tone and
expression when I speak to engage the listener
EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and
stimulating opportunities to:
imitate familiar sounds in the
IL.
use simple sentence patterns.

EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating
opportunities to take part in:
▪
simple conservations.
▪
group work.
▪
simple interviews and surveys to gather
information in a simple format e.g. survey.

▪
▪
▪
▪

convey meaning by using vocabulary and language patterns that I have
learned, and can apply them to new situations.
reflect on my language use and can apply familiar strategies to improve
the quality of my spoken, written and visual communication.
express and justify my thoughts and ideas.
interact with others, sharing my points of view with empathy and respect.
adapt and manipulate language to build sentences, using increasingly
varied vocabulary.

▪
▪
▪
▪

select the appropriate range and register for different audiences and purposes, varying my language to
engage the audience.
reflect critically on my language use and can make informed choices about vocabulary, idiomatic
language and syntax in order to express myself with clarity.
respond to and challenge others’ points of view, seeking clarity and structuring arguments.
communicate my thoughts, feelings and opinions in contentious contexts showing empathy and respect.
use my knowledge of grammar, including syntax, and a wide range of vocabulary, to enhance my
independent communication.

KNOWLEDGE
I have a secure knowledge of the common sounds in the IL.
I recognise that there are different ways of addressing different groups of people in
the IL.
I know
▪
how to ask a range of different questions in the IL.
▪
a range of vocabulary, phrases, sentences from my contexts of study in IL.
▪
what an idiom is in the IL

KNOWLEDGE
I have a secure knowledge of the sounds in the IL.
I know:
a wide range of vocabulary, phrases and sentences to express my own thoughts, feelings and opinions from
within and outside of my contexts of study that allow me to structure an argument in the IL.
how to ask a wide range of different questions in the IL to seek and challenge others' points of view.
how there are different registers to address different groups of people in the IL.
how arguments are structured.
a range of idiomatic phrases.
the phrases and non-verbal cues that allow me react to what is being said.

SKILLS
I can:
use a range of previously learnt vocabulary, phrases, sentences and questions in
both familiar and new situations
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of
contexts with increasing confidence, fluidity and spontaneity.
express and justify my views using a range of vocabulary, phrases and sentences.
use more complex phrases and sentence to improve the effect of my
communication
use intonation, tone and expression to engage a listener when I speak in the IL.
I am beginning to use idiomatic phrases to improve the effect of my
communication
I continue to use a range of phrases and sentences for authentic purposes including
in everyday classroom interactions.

SKILLS
I can:
convincingly express and justify my views in greater detail, using a wide range of vocabulary, phrases and
sentences.
widen my range of vocabulary, phrases, sentences and questions through self-study and exploration of the IL.
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of contexts with confidence,
fluidity and spontaneity, using the correct register for the group of people I am talking to.
use a wide range of phrases and sentences for authentic purposes including in everyday classroom interactions.
use a range of idiomatic phrases appropriately to improve the effect of my communication
demonstrate active listening in the IL by responding with phrases and non-verbal cues.
empathetically listen to others' arguments for understanding.
use my understanding of others' ideas to respectfully respond to and/or challenge with detailed responses.
use my knowledge of how arguments are structured to construct my response in the IL.
interact, ask and respond to questions using knowledge from and across a range of contexts with confidence,
fluidity and spontaneity using the correct register for the group of people I am talking to.

EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to take part in:
▪
conservations with learners / individuals from the IL of study
▪
take part in group work
▪
present information in the IL
▪
take part in simple debates and discussions
▪
take part in project-based learning (making links across Areas)
▪
take part in interviews and surveys to gather information in a format e.g.
survey.

Lucy Crehan- National Curriculum design programme

EXPERIENCE
I have experienced rich and stimulating opportunities to:
take part in conservations with learners / individuals from the IL of study
take part in group work in the IL.
take part in project-based learning and independent exploration of the IL.
present information in the IL (individual or group) to an audience and respond to questions.
take part in debates and discussions.
take part in interviews and surveys in the IL to gather information format e.g. survey.
engage in local, national and international collaboration with language partner organisations.

Curriculum design models

Hybrid

Interdisciplinary

Disciplinary

Approach that combines
aspects of different types
of curricular models

Brings together various
aspects of the curriculum
into meaningful association

Specialist teaching within
disciplines or subjects
2
1

4
3

5

Multidisciplinary

Integrated

The same topic is studied
from the viewpoint of more
than one discipline

Approach which
breaks down
traditional subject
boundaries

Principles of planning

Principles of planning: key considerations

Principles of planning: key considerations

Principles of planning

IL within Languages, Literacy and
Communication

•
•
•
•

The Four purposes

Ambitious capable learners
Ethical, informed citizens
Enterprising, creative contributors
Healthy, confident individuals

Integral skills
•
•
•
•

Creativity & Innovation
Critical thinking & Problem solving
Planning & Organising
Personal Effectiveness

Cross-curricular skills
•
•
•

Numeracy
Literacy
Digital Competency

‘What matters’ statements
•
•
•
•

Language connects us
Understanding language is key to understanding the world around us
Expressing ourselves through languages is key to communication.
Literature fires imagination and inspires creativity.

Cross-cutting themes

Planning for progression
•
•
•
•

•

Increasing breadth and depth of knowledge
Deepening understanding of the ideas and
disciplines with the areas
Refinement and growing sophistication in the
use of application of skills
Making connections and transferring learning
into new context
Increasing effectiveness

Pedagogical
considerations

IL within Languages, Literacy and
Communication
The Four
purposes
End
goal

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ambitious capable learners
Ethical, informed citizens
Enterprising, creative contributors
Healthy, confident individuals

Rich
Integral skills
Cross-curricular skills
experiences
Authentic
contexts
‘What
matters’ statements

Creativity & Innovation
Critical thinking & Problem solving
Planning & Organising
Personal Effectiveness

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Numeracy
Literacy
Digital Competency

Language connects us
Understanding language is key to understanding the world around us
Expressing ourselves through languages is key to communication.
Literature fires imagination and inspires creativity.

Cultural
capital
Cross-cutting themes

•
•
•
•

•

Build
on
prior
Planning for progression
learning
Increasing breadthand
and depthsecure
of knowledge
Deepening understanding of the ideas and
disciplines
with the areas
progression
Refinement and growing sophistication in the
use of application of skills
Making connections and transferring learning
into new context
Increasing effectiveness

Links to the
bigger picture

Pedagogical
considerations

Best pedagogy

International languages within the Languages, Literacy & Communication AoLE

Session 2 - Progression in learning for the AoLE

22/6/22
AIMS OF THE SESSION
• Develop a shared understanding of the learning continuum
• Consider approaches to planning and assessment
• Explore effective pedagogical approaches within and beyond the AoLEs

